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Abstract 

We consider a nonlinear Schrodinger equation with a bounded lo- 
cal potential in M3. The linear Hamiltonian is assumed to have two 
bound states with the eigenvalues satisfying some resonance condition. 
Suppose that the initial data are localized and small in H1. We prove 
that exactly three local-in-space behaviors can occur as the time tends 
to infinity: 1. The solutions vanish; 2. The solutions converge to non- 
linear ground states; 3. The solutions converge to nonlinear excited 
states. We also obtain upper bounds for the relaxation in all three 
cases. In addition, a matching lower bound for the relaxation to non- 
linear ground states was given for a large set of initial data which is 
believed to be generic. Our proof is based on outgoing estimates of the 
dispersive waves which measure the relevant time-direction dependent 
information of the dispersive wave. These estimates, introduced in [16], 
provides the first general notion to measure the out-going tendency of 
waves in the setting of nonlinear Schrodinger equations. 
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1    Introduction 

Consider the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

idtil) = (-A + VW + A|^| V,        ^(* = 0) = ^o, (1.1) 

where F is a smooth localized real potential, A = ±1 and if) = il)(t,x) : 
R x M3 —> C is a wave function. For any solution ^(i) G JST^R3) the 
L2-norm and the Hamiltonian 

HM = f \\ Wl2 + ^IV-l2 + ^A|V|4 dx (1.2) 

are constants for all t. The global well-posedness for small solutions in 
Jfir

1(M3) can be proved using these conserved quantities and a continuity 
argument. We assume that the linear Hamiltonian HQ := — A + V has two 
simple eigenvalues eo < ei < 0 with normalized eigen-functions 00? <f>i- The 
nonlinear bound states to the Schrodinger equation (1.1) are solutions to the 
equation 

(-A + V)Q + X\Q\2Q = EQ. (1.3) 

They are critical points to the Hamiltonian %[&] defined in (1.2) subject to 
the constraint that the L2-norm of ^ is fixed. For any nonlinear bound state 
Q = QEI ipit) = Qe~~lEt is a solution to the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. 

We may obtain two families of such bound states by standard bifurcation 
theory, corresponding to the two eigenvalues of the linear Hamiltonian. For 
any E sufficiently close to eo so that E — eo and A have the same sign, there 
is a unique positive solution Q = QE to (1.3) which decays exponentially as 
x -» oo. See Lemma 2.1 of [16]. We call this family the nonlinear ground 
states and we refer to it as {QE}E- Similarly, there is a nonlinear excited 
state family {QI^E^E ^or ^i near ei- We w^ abbreviate them as Q and 
Qi. From the same Lemma 2.1 of [16], these solutions are small, localized 
and \\QE\\ ~ \E - eo)1/2 and ||Q1|jBl|| ~ ^ - e^1/2. 

Our goal is to classify the asymptotic dynamics for small initial data. 
We have proved [17] that there exists a family of "finite co-dimensional 
manifolds" in the space of initial data so that the dynamics asymptotically 
converge to some excited states. Outside a small neighborhood of these man- 
ifolds, the asymptotic profiles are given by some ground states [16]. In this 
article, we shall extend the result of [16] and prove that the possible asymp- 
totic profiles are either vacuum (i.e., vanishing in L00 norm), the ground 
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states or the excited states. Furthermore, we obtain the rates of the conver- 
gence for all cases. 

We first state the assumptions on the potential V, which is the same as 
in [15]. Denote by L^ the weighted L2 spaces (r may be positive or negative) 

L2
r(R3) = {0GL2(M3) :  {x)r<j)eL2(R3)}. (1.4) 

The space for initial data in [15] is 

Y = Hl(R3) nL2
0 (M3),        ro > 3. (1.5) 

We shall use L2
0C to denote L?_ro. The parameter ro > 3 is fixed and we can 

choose, say, ro = 4 for the rest of this paper. 

Assumption AO: —A + V acting on L2(E3) has 2 simple eigenvalues eo < 
ei < 0, with normalized eigenvectors $o and 0i. 

Assumption Al: Resonance condition. Let eoi = ei — eo be the spectral 
gap of the ground state. We assume that 2eoi > |eo|, i.e., eo < 2ei. Let 

70 :=  lim Im Lotl „   ,,   1 -: PcHo<fio<f>i) ■ (1.6) 

Since the expression is quadratic, we have 70 > 0. We assume, for some 
so > 0, 

inf   lim Im ifoft, —— \ T>**fo<$\ > §70 > 0.  (1.7) 
|s|<so o-->o+      \ HQ + eQ — 2ei + s — m )      4 

We shall use Oi to replace ai and the limit lim<7_).o+ later on. 

Assumption A2: For \Q2
E sufficiently small, the bottom of the continuous 

spectrum to —A + V + AQ^, 0, is not a generalized eigenvalue, i.e., not a 
resonance. Also, we assume that V satisfies the assumption in [18] so that 
the Wk'!9 estimates k < 2 for the wave operator WHO = limt^oo e11110 e1^ 
hold for k < 2, i.e., there is a small a > 0 such that, 

\VfiV{x)\ < C (z)-5-* ,        for |/?| < 2. 

Also, the functions (x • V)*V, for k = 0,1,2,3, are —A bounded with a 
-A-bound < 1: 

(x - V)*^||2 < (T0 ||-A0||2 + C M2 ,        ao < 1,    k = 0,1,2,3. 
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The main assumption in A0-A2 is the condition 2eoi > |eo| in Al. It 
guarantees that twice the excited state energy of HQ—eo becomes a resonance 
in the continuum spectrum (of HQ - eo). This resonance produces the main 
relaxation mechanism. If this condition fails, the resonance occurs in higher 
order terms and a proof of relaxation will be much more complicated. Also, 
the rate of decay will be different. 

Theorem 1.1.  There is a small number no > 0 such that if U^ollr '•= <* < 
no then exactly three possible long time dynamics may occur as t —> oo: 

II. \\il>(t)-QEe-im+iu®\\L2    < C^r1/2 for some nonlinear ground 
loc 

state QE 7^ 0 and real function uj(t) = O(logi); 

///. ||^(t) - QiiEle-
iE^t+iu^ 11 a   < Crfot'1/2 for some nonlinear excited 

loc 

state Qi^Ei 7^ 0 and real function u{t) = O(Vi). 

Sufficient conditions guaranteeing the convergence to the vacuum (type 
I), the ground states (type II), or the excited states (type III) are pro- 
vided in [16, 17]. The type I or III solutions constructed in [17] are finite 
co-dimensional subset of all small solutions, i.e., the initial data for these 
solutions form a finite co-dimensional subset of {^o • ll^olly < ^o}* the set 
of all small initial data. We believe that the type I or III solutions in gen- 
eral can be constructed in this way and thus have measure zero. The decay 
rates of the type I or III solutions constructed in [17] are of order £~3/2; the 
corresponding upper bounds provided in Theorem 1.1 are i-6/11 or i""1/2. 
Since we believe that all type I or III solutions originate from the construc- 
tion in [17], these bounds are far from optimal. They result from technical 
considerations of our classification scheme (which will be explained in the 
following). 

The upper bound i""1/2 obtained for the type II solutions in Theorem 1.1 
are optimal for initial data considered in [16], where an lower bound of the 
same order was provided. However, there exists a measure zero set [15] 
such that the decay rate is at least of order £-3/2. We believe that all 
solutions decaying to the ground states faster than i-1/2 have measure zero. 
Summarizing, we believe that the type II solutions with decay rate exactly 
of order t"1/2 are generic; all other behavior are of measure zero. 

There is a vast literature concerning the classification of asymptotic dy- 
namics for nonlinear Schrodinger equations with small initial data. We shall 
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only be able to mention a few: the one bound state case [1, 4, 9, 12], the 
one dimension with two bound states [2, 3], the three dimension with two 
bound states [5] and [14] where results similar to Theorem 1.1 were consid- 
ered. Earlier works concerning the related linear analysis were obtained in 
[6, 7, 10, 11]. 

To explain the idea for the proof, we decompose the wave function using 
the eigenspaces of the Hamiltonian HQ as 

ip = x<f>o + y</>i + Z,    Z=PcHo1>. (1.8) 

This decomposition is not suitable for estimation and will be replaced by the 
decomposition (2.3) emphasizing the role of the excited states in the next 
section. It is useful for the following heuristic explanation. 

The key ingredients for proving Theorem 1.1 were originated from the 
previous work [15, 16]. Apart from the standard arguments based on the 
normal form and resonance decay, the main new idea introduced in [16] was 
the concept of outgoing estimates. This concept allows us to capture the 
time-direction dependent information of waves. Therefore, even though the 
L2 norm of the dispersive wave may not change much in the time evolution, 
its "size" will decay in time when measured in terms of "outgoing estimates" 
(see Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 3.4). Thus after certain initial time, the wave 
function will fall essentially into the region considered in [16] provided that 
it does not converge to some excited state or the vacuum. Hence we set up 
the following flow chart: 

I:  Dispersion dominated region. Convergence to the vacuum. 

IIa, II5:  Nonlinear ground states dominated region. Convergence to nonlinear ground states. 

Ill:  Nonlinear excited states dominated region. Convergence to nonlinear excited states. 

We first ask the question whether the dispersive part £ dominates for 
all time. If it is, the dynamics will converge to the vacuum, the case I. If 
the dynamic fail this test at £1, we then ask the second question whether 
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\x(h)\ ^ |y(^i)l- If yes, the ground state component dominates and we are 
in the region IIa, which was considered in [15] (formulated in a stronger form 
in [16]). Otherwise, the excited component dominates. We then test again 
whether the dispersive wave dominates the ground state component for all 
time t > ti. If yes, this produces the excited state dominated region III. 
Otherwise, we reach the region II5 at the time £2. At this point both the 
ground state component and the L00 norm of the dispersive wave can be 
arbitrarily small compared with the excited state component. Furthermore, 
the L2 norm of the dispersive wave can be much larger than even the excited 
state component. In other words, we may have 

IKIli* »Ivl» W » 11(11 L00 

Notice that the occurrence of this scenario is due to the existence of the stable 
and unstable manifolds, i.e., the dynamics may follow the stable manifold 
(or the unstable manifold backward in time) for almost infinite time. 

In order to understand the dispersive wave £ at the time £2? we first 
notice that the radiation generated by the changes of the masses of the 
bound states contribute to the dispersive wave. We shall call it the local 
part of the dispersive wave. This local part, responsible for the relaxation of 
the excited states, will always be of the same order as the main decay term 
and will not be small. Our key observation is that the rest of £(£2), call the 
global part, is negligible when measured by an outgoing estimate. To control 
the local part, we apply an initial layer argument in the interval [£2, £2 + A^] 
until it becomes small at the time £2 + A^- Thus up to minor changes, 
we can now apply the argument of [16] from this time and the dynamics 
will converge to some ground state. The essence of this approach is that it 
extracts the local relevant part of the dispersive wave while treating the global 
part as an error term by measuring it with an outgoing estimate. 

The scheme we just described is for heuristic explanation. Its precise 
form will be given in section 3. For nonlinear Schrodinger equations with 
general potentials, the analysis will be more complicated. In the two bound 
states case, if the condition eo < 2ei fails, the decay will be much slower than 
l/y/i and thus all errors have to be controlled much more accurately. The 
picture is even more complicated for multiple-bound states. The resonance 
decay may be extremely slow (such as t~e); the excited states may decay to 
other lower energy excited states before finally decay to a ground state. So 
far there has been no rigorous work in this direction. However, the notion of 
outgoing estimates and the initial layer argument seem to provide the right 
general notion for estimating the dispersive wave. 
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2    Preliminaries 

Denote (t) = 1 + |t| and (x) = 1 + |a;|. We define Lfoc and L^-norms by 

ii/iLL = IN-ri/IL2,    ii/iiLlloc = ||(^)-2ri/ 
where ri > 3 is a constant to be determined by (2.2). 

L1 

2.1    Nonlinear bound states and linear decay estimates 

We recall some results for nonlinear bound states and linear estimates from 
[15, 16]. 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that —A + V satisfies the assumptions AO and A2. 
There is a small constant no > 0 such that the following hold. For any E 
between eo and eo + Ang there is a nonlinear ground state QE solving (1.3). 
The nonlinear ground state QE is real, local, smooth, X~1(E — eo) > 0; and 

QE = n (f)o + h,        h 1 fo,        h = 0(ns), 

where n — [{E — eo)/(A J ^do;)]1/2. Moreover, we have RE = OEQE == 
Cn'2 QE+0{n) = O^"1) andd^Qs = ©(n"3). If we define ci = (Q,^)-1, 
then ci = 0(1) and Aci > 0. 

There is also a family of nonlinear excited states {QEI}EI for ^l between 
ei and ei + Xnl satisfying similar properties: QEX = mcfri + 0(m3) solves 
(1.3) with m ~ CfA-1^! " ei)]1/2, etc. 

This lemma can be proven using standard perturbation argument, see 
[15]. For the purpose of this paper, we prefer to use the value m = (</>i, Qi) 
as the parameter and refer to the family of excited states as Qi(ra). 

Lemma 2.2 (decay estimates for e~ltHo). Suppose that HQ = —A + V 
satisfies the Assumptions A0-A2. For q G [2, oo] and qf = q/(q — 1), 

l|e-ftffo PCHO^||L9 < ci*r8(i-i) \mLql. (2.i) 

For sufficiently large ri, we have 

lim 
C7--+0+ -"0 + e0 "" ^el ~ ^^ 

<c(*)-3/2 ll^ll^. 
(2.2) 
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The decay estimate (2.1) is contained in [8] and [18]; the estimate (2.2) 
is taken from [13] and [15]. The estimate (2.2) holds only if we take a -» 0+, 
not a -> 0—. 

2.2    Equations and decompositions 

For initial data near excited states, the decomposition (1.8) contains an error 
of order y3 and it is difficult to read from (1.8) whether the wave function 
is exactly an excited state. Thus we shall use the decomposition 

^ = atfo + Qi(y)+f, (2-3) 

where 

y = y,    x = x-(<Po,Qi(y)),    £ = £-Pc<2i(y). (2.4) 

Here we have used the convention that 

Qi(y)~Qi(m)eie,        ro=|vl.   rneie = y. 

For ip with sufficiently small L2 norm, such a decomposition exists and is 
unique [16]. Thus we shall write 

rl,{t) = x(t)<h + Qi(m(t))ei0W + £(t),        m e Hc(tfo). (2.5) 

If we write Q(t) = 0{t) - /Q Ei(m(s)) ds, we can write y(t) as 

y = mei@ = mexp li6(t) - i f Ei(m(s)) ds 1. (2.6) 

Denote the part orthogonal to (f>i by h = xfo + £.  Prom the Schrodinger 
equation (1.1), h satisfies the equation 

idth = Hoh + G + A, 

G = \\^\2^ - \QleiQ 

= \Ql{J2@h + 2h) + \Q1(ei@2hh + e-i@h2) + X\h\2h, (2.7) 

A=(eQ1-tmQi)e<e,        (Qi(m) := ^Qi(m)). (2.8) 

Since m(t) and 0(t) are chosen so that (2.5) holds, we have 0 = ((t)i,idth{t)) = 

Ui, G + (OQi - irhQ'JJ®). Hence m(t) and 6(t) satisfy 

m = (^i,ImGe-i0) ,        0 = ~ (^,ReGe-i0). (2.9) 
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We also have the equation for y: 

iy = imeie -{9- £i(ra))rae*0 = J5i(m)y + ei@{im - mO) = Si(m)y + (^i, G). 

Here we have used (2.9). Denote A^ = TTA where TT is the orthogonal pro- 
jection TH/J = ip — (01,^)^1- We can decompose the equation for h into 
equations for x and £. Thus the original Schrodinger equation is equivalent 
to 

ix = eo x + ((/)o7 G + A^), 

iy = ^i(m)y+(0i,G)1 (2.10) 

i^ = flbe+Pc(G + A7r). 

Clearly, rr has an oscillation factor e""*60*, and y has a factor e~ieit since 
Ei(m) ~ ei. Hence we define 

z(t) = e"*60^^),        y(t) = e-ieitv{t)' (2.11) 

Together with the integral form of the equation for £, we have 

u = -ieieQt (00, G + A*), (2.12) 

t; = -ie™^ [(JSxM - cOy + (fc, G)], (2.13) 

{(t) = e-iHo% + [ e-^*-') P^0 G?(5) ^5,    Gf = r^G + A^).   (2.14) 
Jo 

This is the system we shall study. 

We denote by G3 the leading terms of G, which consists of cubic mono- 
mials in x and y: 

G3 = X(y2x + 2\y\2x)M2i + A(2|a:|2y + s2y)^i + A|rr|2^.       (2.15) 

We can expand Ei(m) in m as 

Ei(m) = ei + Ei^m2 + JSi^m4 + J5;{6)(m),    ^{6)(m) = 0(m6).     (2.16) 

We think of x and y as order n, and ^ as order n3. Since, by (2.8)-(2.9), 
A^ is local and 

IIAJ < \e\ IkQill + |m| HvrQill < C\y\2 \\G\\loc , (2.17) 
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the main terms in G^ = i_1(Gf + A^) is i~lGz- These terms are explicit 
and can be integrated. We integrate the first term \y2x(f)Q(j)1 in G3 as an 
example: 

Jo 

= -iXe-^o* f  ei(Ho-Oi)s et(eo-2ci)« fa p^j ds 

JO 

= y2x$1-e-iHoty2x(0)$1- [ e-^^-^e^-2^8^- (v2u) ^ds, 
Jo ds 

where 

$i =: u TTT 5- P^o0i. (2.18) 

This term, with the phase factor eo — 2ei, is the only one in G3 having a 
negative phase factor. Since — (eo — 2ei) is in the continuous spectrum of HQ, 

HQ + eo — 2ei is not invertible, and needs a regularization — Oi. We choose 
—Oi, not +0i, so that the term e~2jffoty2^(0)$i decays as t -> 00, see Lemma 
2.2. 

We can integrate all terms in G3 and obtain the main terms of £(£) as 

f (2)(t) = y2S$i + |y|2x$2 + M2y$3 + ^2y^4 + |a;|2a?*5, (2.19) 

where 

—2A —2A 
$2 = 77  Pc^O^?, $3 = Jf  Pc^^-l, (2.20) 

iio — eo JOLQ — ei 

i/o — ^eo + ei Iio — eo 

The rest of £(t) is 

^)(t) = e-iHo% -e-iHot^(0) - f e-MoV-*) Pc G4 ds 
Jo 

+ fe-M^-O Pc (Ge - r^a - r^iePO ds 
Jo 

+ [*€-**><*-) pc{i-im2t)d» 
Jo 

= tfHt) + $\t) + i3)(t) + g\t) + fSs)(t). (2.21) 
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The integrand G4 in £3 ' (t) consists of the remainders from the integration 
by parts: 

G4 = e^0-2^8 £■ (v2u) *i + e^"60)* £■ {\v\2u) $2 (2.22) 

+ ei<-ei)* £ (|U|2W) $3 + ci(-2co+ei).^. ^ ^ + ^-eo). jL („2^ ^ 
CLS as CLS 

The integrands of Q \t) and £g '(t) are higher order terms of G^ which we 

did not integrate. We single out £5 '(t) since |£|2£ is a non-local term. Thus 
we have the following decomposition for f: 

m = e(2) w+e(8) w = e(2) + (ci3) + • • •+d3)).     (2.23) 

Denote £% = ^ + £<3> and e<3J5 = £& + ^ + $\ We have 

&(t) = fe-^11* Pc(G4 - r^a - G4)(*)£fa. 
(2.24) 

We now derive a bound for   ^^(t)        . Using Lemma 2.2 to estimate the 
" Lloc 

integrand of £3 ^ and bounding the L2 -norm of the integrand of £4   + £■ loc" 
by either its L00 or L4-norm, we have, assuming (2.27) below, 

rt 

'■'loc       JO 

(3) 

&(t)\L2   < [ rmn{\t-s\-V2,\t-*{-*/*}g^Ws, (2.25) 
loc •/ 0 

where 

#,3-5(i) s C ||G€ - r^all^^/s + Cn2N + Gn|^|. (2.26) 

Lemma 2.3. Suppose 

M,|y|<n<a«l,     m\L2nL4<a. (2.27) 

Denote X = na\\^\\r2   +a||^||r4.  We have 
loc 

HGH^ + ||Ge(t)||LlnL4/. < n2^ + X, (2.28) 

IIG - G3IL1   + ^,3-5(t) < n4^ + X. (2.29) 
loc 
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PROOF: Prom the definitions of G, G3 and by Holder inequality, we have 

\\G-G3\\LlnL</3<(*), 

where 

(*) = n*x+n2mLf +nmL2nL*mL? + iieiu^ ml* • 
loc loc 

We have \\G - G3\\Ll o<\\G- G3\\LlnLi/3 < (*) and HG^ e < HGall^   + 

\\G-G3\\Li   <n2x + (*). Since Ge = r1(G + Air) with ||AJ < n2 ||GCI 
loc loc 

by (2.17), we have 

WGs-r'GsW^^ < (*),        ||Gf||LlnLV, <n2x + (*). 

By (2.12)-(2.13), also using (2.17), 

W<\\G\\Li   +11^11,1   <||G||L1   ,        H<||G|U   +n3.        (2.30) 
loc loc loc loc 

Prom the definition (2.26) of g£ 3-5(1), (2.30) and ||G||Li    < n2x + (*), we 
s' loc 

have 

#,3-5(*) < (*) + n2 ||G|| ,1   + n\u\n3 < (*). 
loc 

Prom the assumption (2.27), (*) < n4x + na \\€\\L2  +a \\€\\2L4. Thus we have 
loc 

proved the Lemma. Q.E.D. 
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2.3    Normal form for equations of bound states 

Recall that we write x(t) = e~ieotu(t) and y(t) = e~ieitv(t).  We have the 
following normal form for the equations of u and v. 

Lemma 2.4 (Normal form). Suppose 

\x(t)\, Mi)I < n « 1, Wmh'nL* « 1- (2-31) 

There are perturbations n of u and u of v satisfying 

\u(t) - »(t)\ + \v(t) - i/(t)| < Ci n2\x(t)\, (2.32) 

such that 

fi = (ci|/i|2 + C2W\2)n + (csM4 + C4|M|
2
|I/|

2
 + QiM4)^ + 9u, 

u = (cglH2 + crl^l2)^ + (C8|M|
4
 + C9M>|2 + cio|^|4)i/ + gv 

(2.33) 

Here gu and gv are error terms. All coefficients cj, • • • , cio are of order one 
and, except C5 and eg, purely imaginary.  We have 

Re C5 = 70,        Re eg = -270, (2.34) 

where 70 > 0 is defined in (1.6). Moreover, we can write gv as 

gv = -iE(*\\y\)v + 9v, (2.35) 

where E^\\y\) = 0(\y\6) is defined in (2.16), and 

\9u(t)\ + \9v(t)\ 

< d {an5|a;| +n2 \\^)\\      +nm2
Llc + (llfll^ + cm2) ||^||2L4} , 

(2.36) 

for some explicit constant C\. 

PROOF: This is Lemma 3.4 of [16]. The definitions of /i,^,5ti,#u are 
exactly the same. The only difference is the error estimates (2.36) since 
our assumption (2.31) is different from that in [16]. Since /i is of the form 
u + n^u + n4iA and v of the form v + n2u + n4w, their estimates remain the 
same. We only need to prove (2.36). 
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In [16] gu and gv are defined as 

Qu = 9uA + 9u,5 + 9u,3 + Ruj - ieieot{^, ©5,3), 

9v = 9v,4: + gv,s + 5^,3 + Rvj - ieteit(<l>u ^5,3)- 

See [16] for their exact definitions. Recall from [16] that gu^ consists of 
higher order terms of gUii and gUi2' Note gUii consists of terms of the form 
n2u + nuv, and gUi2 consists of terms of the form n2(u — fj,) + nu(v — u). 
Together with (2.12), (2.13) and (2.17), we can bound gUis by 

\9uM < n2 \\G - G3\\LL + n4 HGH^ + n«\x\. 

The other terms in gu are of the form: 

gu,* = n^u + n^uv, 

9u,b = n4(n - /i) + n*u(v - v), 

Ruj = {^n"x + n^ + ne^e + n2\\G-Gz\\L}   +n4||G||Lil ), 
loc loc 

6-5,3 = n2£(3). 

We can bound «, v, \\G\\Lx   and ||G - Gz\\Li   by (2.30), (2.28) and (2.29). 
loc loc 

Summing the estimates, we have 

|^|<n2||C?-G3||Li   +n4||G||il   + vPx + n^ + n^2 + e + n2^ 
loc loc 

< n«x + n2e(3) + n4e + n£2 + ? + n2X, 

where X = not ||£||L2   + a ||^||?4 and all terms with £ are measured in L\Q(:. 
loc 

Therefore 

W*)l<n6M+»2  e(3)  r2   +n3«lleili?oc+n||elli2oc + (||eiLfoc+n2«)^ 
loc 

Note ||£|| 7-2   < n2x+1|^3) 11 r2  . Hence we obtain the estimate of gu in (2.36). 
loc ^ " "^loc 

The estimate of gv is proved in the same way. Q.E.D. 

As a result of the lemma, we have 

|H = ^[ll^l2 = H"1 Re/2/i = 7ok|4|^| + Re <WVH- (2-37) 

Similarly, using Re^i/ = ReJ^z/, 

||i/| = -27olM|2k|3 + Re&P/M. (2.38) 
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2.4 Relaxation to Ground States 

We shall need Theorem 4.3 of [16] which provides a relaxation estimates to 
ground states from initial data near some ground state. It is a strengthened 
form of Theorem 1.3 in [15]. For the purpose of the application in this paper, 
we start the dynamics at t — t^. 

Theorem 2.5 ([16]). There are small constants no,£o > 0 such that the 
following hold. Suppose ipfa) = xfa)^ + Qifyfa)) + £(£4) with 

\x(U)\ = n < no,     |y(*4)| < £on, 

and that £(£4) satisfies, for all s > 0, 

II£(*4)|IHI«I, 

h-isHoZ(U)\\L* < CnsAt(At + S)-3/4, (2_39) 

for some At £ [l,?!-4-1/4]. Then there is a frequency EQQ and a function 
Q(t) such that WQE^WY ~ n> ©W = —-Boo*+0(logt) and, for some constant 
Ci, 

m-Qs^eP®  r2   <C2((en)-2 + 7on2(t-t4))-1/2. 
Lloc 

2.5 Inequalities 

For convenience of reference, we collect some integral inequalities here. 

Lemma 2.6.  (1) Suppose t > T, At > 1. 
rri 

f       \t- sp3/4 ds < CAt(At +1 - T)-3/4. (2.40) 
JT-At 

IL ^ {(t - Sr3/2' {t - 5r3/4} dS * CAtfhT <* " r>-1/2 • 
(2.41) 

(2) Fort>T>l, 

f\t - s)-3^ s-*'2 ds < CT-VH-W. (2.42) 
JT 
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f* min {(* - 5)-
3/2, (t - S)-3/4} S-

3/2 ds < Cr*'2. (2.43) 

PROOF: (1) Let t = T + r. If r > At, (At + r) ~ r and the integral 
in (2.40) is bounded by ff_At r"

3/4 ds = CT'^At ~ CAt(At + r)"3/4. If 

r < At, (At + r) ~ At and the integral is bounded by /r_At \T-s\~3/4ds = 

C(At)1/4^C'At(At + T)-3/4. 

For (2.41), if t < T + 1, we have LHS < constant < RHS. Hence we 
assume t > T+l. By a translation, (2.41) is equivalent to /0 (t—s)~3/2ds < 

C(At)t-1 (i - At)~1/2. The integral is bounded by 

/•At 
/    (t - s)-zl2ds = 2(t - At)"1/2 - 2t-1/2 

Jo 
= 2[(t - At)"1/2 +1-1/2]-1 [(t - At)-1 -1-1] 

< 2(t - At)1/2 [(t - A*)"1*"1 At] . 

(2) Note, by rescaling, 

T {t _ 5)-3/4 s-3/2 ds = Ct-5/4 < CT-l/2t-W 
Jt/2 

If t < 2T, the integral on the left of (2.42) is bounded by the above integral. 
If t > 2T, it is bounded by the sum of the above integral and 

rt/2 rt/2 
/   {t - s)-*/4 s-w ds < cr*/* /    5-

3/2 ds < cr^T-li\ 
JT JT 

Hence (2.42) is proven. For (2.43), note the left side is bounded by 

f (t - S)-3/2 (s)-3/2 ds + f     (t - S)-3/4t-3/2^, 
^0 Jt-1/2 

and both integrals are bounded by C£~3/2. Q.E.D. 
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3    Estimates 

We have assumed that the initial data is small in || • ||y in Theorem 1.1. We 
shall however use only the following properties: Let i/'o = a^o^o + Qi(yo) + £o 
with £o £ Hc. Then we have for all t > 0, 

M + |yo| + Uo\\L2 < a, 

\\e-itH°to\\L4<a(t)-V\ (3.1) 

||e-^o|L2 <<*<r3/2. 
loc 

Prom now on, we shall use these three conditions as our assumption for 
Theorem 1.1. 

Recall the orthogonal decomposition (1.8) that ip(t) = x(f>Q + y0i + £. We 

have \x(t)\2 + \y{t)\2 + ||£(t)|£2 = II^WII^ < a2. If we decompose ^(t) via 
(2.3), i.e., 

m = ^o + Qi(y) + ^ (3.2) 

we have y = y, x = x + 0(y3) and ^ = £ + 0(y3). Thus 

K*)l, IvWI, \\m\y < fa. (3.3) 

Choose L and S so that 

0<K0.2,    0.6<5<1,    8 + Kl. (3.4) 

(We set S = 3/4 in the statement of case I in Theorem 1.1.) 

Let 

tiEEsupjt^O:  (max{|x(5)|,|y(5)|})2+^<a(5)~3/2, Vs€[0,t]}.   (3.5) 

ti may be oo; we may assume ti > 1 by enlarging a. Our guiding principle 
is the following chart. The time £2 is defined in Proposition 3.2. 

^=00      -     No 

JYes 

I 
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I. il){t) vanishes locally. 

Ho- ^{t) relaxes to a ground state and stays away from nonlinear excited states for all time, 

lib. ^(O approaches some nonlinear excited state but then relaxes to a ground state. 

III. il)(t) converges to a nonlinear excited state. 

The analysis of case lift is very subtle since the time scale that ?/>(£) stays 
near an excited state may be infinite compared to its local size. We have the 
following time line picture for this case: 

t2 
-f- 

2/ = n 

2+* = n,,"3/2 

y = n 

x < n^d = at nz^rLx = at -3/2 
y = n 
x = en 

U 

x = n 
y = en 

We first establish an estimate in the interval [0, ti). 

Proposition 3.1. For t E [0, ti), we have 

wmh? <(i+0a<*r3/2, loc 

mt)\\LinL^<c«3/i2+6)(t)-3/2. 

(3-6) 

Suppose ti = oo.  Then 

!*(*)! +|y(*)l + ll£(*)llL?   < Ct-W+2S\        ast-^oo.        (3.7) 
loc 

Suppose ti < oo. Let 

n = max{|:r(£i)|, |y(ti)|}, 

We have 0 < n < 2a and 

n^^aih)-3'2 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Moreover, for all t > t\, we have the following outgoing estimates on the 
dispersive wave £: 

e-i(t-ti)iro£(tl)       <(! + *) ctf-3/4
5 

JL/ 

e-<(t-ti)ffo£(tl)    2   < (1 + i) at"3/2. 
(3.10) 
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PROOF: The estimate for |x(t)|, |y(t)| in (3.6)i is by the definition of ti. 
We will prove the rest of (3.6) by a continuity argument and assume that 

||^)||L4<2a(t)-3/4,        \\m\j*   <2a(t)-3/2. (3.11) 
IOC 

We explain the idea of continuity argument: Suppose the estimates in (3.6) 
is true only up to t < T with T < ti. Since the estimates (3.11) are weaker 
than those in (3.6), they remain true for t e [0,T + r] for some r > 0, 
T + r < ti, by continuity. Our proof then implies (3.6) for t € [0,T + r]. 
This is a contradiction to the choice of T. Hence (3.6) holds for all t 6 [0, ti]. 
We will use similar continuity arguments to prove Propositions 3.2-3.4. 

Recall 

£(*) = c-ftFo£o + / c-*<*-')ffo pcGe(5) ds, (3.12) 
Jo 

and Gf = i~l{G + A*). Since 

Ik^lLvs < m?LA,    n^iL: < iieiiL. neii2^,       (3.13) 
and ||f ||£,4n£,2 < 2a, assuming (3.11) we have 

l|^(5)||LlnL4/3 < C{\x{s)\ + \y{s)\fl^ + ||e(s)||L4nL2 \\Z(a)\?L< 
< C(a(l + fl)-8/2)3/(2+*) + Ca3(1 + s)-3/2 

< Ca3/(2+*)(l + s)-3/2 = o(l) a(l + s)-3/2. 

Here we have used 8 < 1, see (3.4). Using (3.1) and (2.42), £(i) is bounded 
in L4 by 

||e(t)||L4 < a (t)-3/4 + jT'C(t - S)-3/4 ||G€(*)||LV, d, < ^^- 

To bound ||^(<)||r2  , we bound the integrand in (3.12) in L00 for 5 small 
loc 

and in £4 for s large. Hence, using (3.1) and (2.43), 

wmit, < <* (tr3/2+/ Cmin {(* - 5)"3/2' (* - 5)"3/4} \\Gd*)\\LinL*/*ds 

<{l + L)cx{t)~Zl\ 

Hence we have shown all estimates in (3.6), by a continuity argument. 

Suppose ti = 00. It follows from (3.6) that everything vanishes and we 
have (3.7). Suppose ti < 00. That n < 2a is by (3.3). Eq. (3.9) is by the 
definition of ti. We want to show (3.10). For t > ti we have 

e-*(*-ti)ffo£(tl) = e-*Ho£Q + f 
l e-i(t-r)Ho pcG?(r) dr. 

Jo 
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Hence, using HG^rJH^^/s < o(l)a(l + 5)~3/2 and (2.42)-(2.43), we have 

-i{t-n)Hom       < ^-s/4 +  Z"*1^ _ r)-3/4 ||G (T)||        dT 

Lq Jo 

< at-3'4 + o(l)at-3/4 < (1 + L)at-s/\ 

e-*(t-*i)ffo£(tl) 
^foc 

< ar3/2 + jf ' min {(t - r)"3/2, (t - r)-3/4} ||G€(r)||Llni;4/, dr 

<(i + 0«*-3/2. 

This proves (3.10) and we conclude the proof of Proposition 3.1.     Q.E.D. 

The significance of £i is that it is a time when the dispersion loses its 
dominance over the bound states. If ti = oo, the dispersion dominates for 
all the time and everything vanishes locally by (3.7). This gives us case I of 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose now ti < oo. There are two possibilities: 

i.   |*(ti)| > \y(ti)\2+s, 

2.   MtOI < |y(ti)|2+<5. 

We will focus on the second case since it is more subtle. We will come back 
to the first case, which corresponds to case IIa, at the end. 

Proposition 3.2. Suppose ti < oo and 

|y(*i)|=n,    |s(*i)|<n2+*,    at-3/2 = n2+5. (3.14) 

Define 

t2 = sup |t > h :  n2+L\x{s)\ <a (s)-s/2 , Vs € [*i,«]} . (3.15) 

For t G [<i, ^2), we have 

l»(*)/y(<i)l e [{, |], 
|x(t)| < min{2n2+,5,n-2-ta(t)-3/2}, 

||e(i)||L4<(l + 2t)a(i>-3/4, 

||^)||ii2   <Cn->a(t)-*l2. 

(3.16) 
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Suppose £2 = oo. Then there is a y^ ~ n such that 

\\y(t)\ -y00\ + \x(t)\ + ||£(i)||L2oc < Ci'1/2,        as t -> oo. (3.17) 

Moreover, 6(i) = — E^y^t + 0(t1/2) ast^too, where Q(t) is the phase of 
y(t)j defined in (2.6). 

Suppose £2 < 00.   We have n2+i\x(t2)\ = a (£2)"      and, for all t > t2, 
the following outgoing estimates on the dispersive wave £; 

e-*(t-t2)ffo£(t2)    4 < (1 + 20at-3/4, 

^-t,)Hoi{t2) < (1 + 20at-3/2 + ^2l^fe)l^l {t _ ^pl/2 _    (3-18) 

Lloc tl+t-t2 

PROOF: We first consider t e [ti,£2)- By definition of £2, we have 

\x{t)\ < n-2-Lat-s/2,        (ti < t < £2). (3.19) 

Using a continuity argument we may assume 

Iv(t)/V(ti)l € ft, |],        laMISSn2* 
HeWH^ < 2a (t)-3/4,        ||{(t)La   < 2Cn-ia(t)-3/2. 

loc 

We first estimate £(£). By Lemma 2.3, HGf (s)||LinL4/3 < n2x + X with 

X(s) = na m\Lf   + a Mh < C^-'a2 + a3)*-3/2, 
loc 

where we have used (3.20) in the last inequality. Using (3.19), we thus have 
II^MIlLinLVs ^ Cn-'as-^2. For £(*) with £ G [ti,^) we have 

^(t) = e-^-*1^0^*!) + Jit),        J{t) = / e"^*"5)^ Pc^0 Gf (5) d5 

The estimate for e-i(t-tl)Fo^(ti) is provided by (3.10) of Proposition 3.1. 
Hence it suffices to estimate the integral J(t). We have 

\\JmLA <C f \t-s\-s/4\\G^s)\\L4/3 ds<C ['{t-sl-^n-'as-^ds 
Jti Jti 
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where we have used the inequaUty (2.42) to bound the last integral, and also 
a1/^"1/2 = n(2+*)/3 by (3.14). Similarly, 

WIlLiniVs ds \\m\iz. < C fmm{\t-s\-*l\ \t-8\-W} WGfr 
J t\ 

< C f*mm{\t - *r3/2, |t - ^r3/4} n-'as-3'2 ds < Cn^oT3/2 

by (2.43). We have proven the estimates of £(£) in (3.16). 

We will estimate x and y using the normal form in Lemma 2.4 with the 
initial time t = h. Recall that x(t) = e"icotti(t), y(t) = e-ieotv{t) and the 
perturbations // of u and v of v satisfy (2.37) and (2.38). We first estimate 
the error terms gu and gv in (2.37)-(2.38), for which we need a bound on 

||*(8)(*) 
l^oc' 

Recall ^3) = f{3) + ^3) + ^5 is defined in (2.21).   We set the initial 

time to ti and replace ^o by £(ii) in (2.21). The estimate of ^ ^ is given by 
.(3)/ (3.10).    $*'(*) is bounded by Cn2^^)) (t - ti)~6lz by Lemma 2.2 and 

L\oc 

the definition (2.19) of £^(*i)- For ^3-5 we have the integral estimate (2.25) 
and we can use Lemma 2.3 to bound the integrand, g^^-b{s) ^ ra4# + X < 
C(n2~La + nl~La2 + a3)^-3/2 = o(l)a5~3/2. Summing all the estimates, we 
can bound £(3) (£) by 

Lloc 
^(3)(*)|L,   < (1 + Oat"3/2 + CnV+' (« - ti)-3/2 

+ /"*min {|t - 5|-3/2, |t - 5|-
3/4} o(l)aS-

3/2rfS 

< (1 + 0at-3/2 + Cn2*-3/2 + o(l)ai-3/2 < 2ai-3/2. 

Here we have used n2+s (t - ii)_3/2 < Cr3/2 for t > ti. Using (2.36), (3.19), 
(3.20) and (3.9), we can bound the error terms gu and gv by 

\gu\, \gv\ < ctn*\x\ + n2 ||^3)|| r„   + n ||^||^_ + m\L^ + an2) ||£||24 

<n2a<-3/2. 

L\oc 
''loc 

n 
We now estimate x(t). If t > n 10/3, using 5 + L < 1 we have |a;(t)| < 

-2-Lat-S/2 < n-2-,a(n-10/3)-3/2 < n2+^ 
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If t e [ti.n-10/3], using (2.37) we have, 

M*)|-|M*i)l|</ |^HS)I  d8<cjn*\x(3)\ + \gu(s)\ds 

< CnG+sn-10^ + Cn2a {h)-1'2 « n2+s. (3.21) 

Here we have used a1/3i71/2 = n(2+^/3 and 5 < 1. Since /i = « + 0{n2u), 
together with (3.19) we have proved the estimate for x(t) in (3.16). 

We now estimate y(t). Using (2.38) and (3.19), for all t € [ii,^) we have 

\Ht)\ - \u{h)\\ < j |^K«)I   d* < C j n4k(s)| + \9u{s)\ds 

< C f n^as-V2 ds < Cn2-"a (ti)"1/2 « n.      (3.22) 

Since v = v + 0(n2u), we have proved the estimate for y(t) in (3.16). The 
proof of (3.16) is complete. 

Suppose to = oo. The bounds of x{t) and ||^(t)||r2   in (3.17) are given rr loc 

by (3.16). By the same argument as in (3.22), we have for all i > r > ti, 

|K*)I - KOI I < C f n2-'as-V2 ds < Cn^air)-112, 

which converges to zero as t, r -> oo. Hence \u(t)\ and |y(t)| have a limit j/oo. 
Moreover, Wy^l - \V(T)\\ < Cr-1/2 as T -»■ oo and j/oo - |y(ti)| is bounded 
by Cn2-la (ti)-1/2 < n. Hence yoo ~ n. The phase e(t) of y(t) is given in 
(2.6), e(t) = e(t) - foEi(\y{s)\)d3. Let E^ = Si(yoo). Using (2.9) we have 

|e(t) + Eootl < \m\ + f \e\ + |Ei(y(s)) - .Eocl ds 
Jo 

<C+ / Cn-MlGWHri   +Cn2\\y{s)\-y00\ds 
Jo loc 

<C+ f C{1 + s)-^2ds < C(l + i)1/2. 
JO 

We have completed the proof of (3.17). 

Suppose now i2 < oo- For t > £2 we have 

c-i(t-i2)ffo£(t2) = e-i(t-ti)ffoe(tl) + J^i), 
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where 
rt2 

J2(t) = f 2 e-*(*-*)ffo pHo G?(s) ds_ 
Jti 

The estimate for e""*^-*1^(ti) is provided by (3.10) of Proposition 3.1. 
Hence we only need to estimate hit). Recall \\G^(s)\\L4/3nLi < Cn_tQ; (s) ' 
for 5 e [*i,*2]- Hence, by (2.42) and (3.14), 

II J2(*)||L4 < C f 2 \t - 5|-3/4 ||Gf (s)||L4/s ds < C f \t - s\-3/4n-'as-3/2ds 
Jti Jti 

< Cn-'atl112 (t)-3/4 < CCPW+W-TW « at"3/4. 

This proves the first bound in (3.18). 

For the L^oc norm we have 

II^2(*)||L2   < /    tt(s)ds< /      n(s)ds+ /      n(s)ds, 
l0C Jt! Jt Jt2-i 

where £ = ti/2 and ^(s) := minflt - 5|-3/2, |t - sj"3/4} Cn"6^-3/2.  We 
have 

rt-£ rt-l rt/2 
/      fi(5)d5 < Cn-La /      |i - s|-3/2s-3/2d5 = 2Cn-La /      |t - s\-*!2s-V2ds. 

The last integral is bounded by 

rt/2 
I     r*l2CrC>a8-*l2d8 < CrC'arVH-*!2 « at"3/2. 

Recall a^3/2 = n2+t|a;(t2)|. Since s ~ fe for * e [fe - A^], by (2.41) we can 
bound the second integral by 

f2   n(s)ds<  t2   mm{\t--s\-*/2,\t-s\-zl*\Cn-lat-*l2ds 
Jt2-£ Jt2-i ^ j 

Combining these two bounds, we have proved the second bound in (3.18). 
Q.E.D. 

The significance of £2 is that it is a time when the dispersion loses its 
dominance over the ground state. If £2 = 00, by (3.17) the solution ip(t) 
converges locally to an excited state Qi(yoo)- This gives us case III of The- 
orem 1.1. We shall consider the other case £2 < 00, which corresponds to 
case II&, in Propositions 3.3-3.4. 
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Proposition 3.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 3.2 hold and 
£2 < 00. Let 

tz = inf {t > t2 :   \x(s)\ < O.OOln, Vs 6 [£2,*]} ■ 

We have 

$2 + ^"4 < *3 < 00, |a;(t3)| = O.OOln, 

and the following estimates for all s,£ with t2 < s <t < tz: 

[24     261 
L25'   25 J 

U 

|y(*)/v(«a)l e [», |], 

lieWIL* ^ Canl^t)! + (1 + ZL)at-V\ 
limh?   <C3n

2\x(t)\ + (l + 3L)at-V\ 
^loc 

e(3)(t) < C3an3|ar(t)| + (1 + 30a*"3/2 
L

foc 

+ C3n2|a;(t2)| 
*i 

ti+t-t2 
(t-*2>' 

-1/2 

/or some explicit constant C3 > 0. 

(3.23) 

PROOF: Using a continuity argument we may assume 

\y(t)/y(t2)\ e [& §] 

|a:(t)/a:(3)| G [i e^o"4^^), 3 e§TDn«(t-«)j 

||e(t)||I,4<2C3n|x(t)|+2at-3/4, 
\\m\i*   <2C3n2|x(i)H-2ai-3/2, 

e(3)(i) 
Ll2oc 

< 2c^\X(t)\+2ar3/2+2(:3n'|:(t2^1 <* -12)-^ . 
ti + t — 12 

(3.24) 

We now apply Lemma 2.4 with the initial time set to t = £2 to obtain the 
normal form for x and y and the decomposition of £. 

We first estimate Gf and ^,3-5. By Lemma 2.3, ||Gf (s)||LinL4/3 ^ n2a; + 
X with 

X(5) = na ||£||L2   + a U\\2L, < Can3|a;(5)| + Ca^"3/2. 
loc 

Hence ||G!^(s)||LlnL4/3 < Cn2|a;(s)|+Q;3s_3/2. By the same Lemma 5^,3-5(s) < 

n4|x(s)|+X < Can3|a;(s)|+a3s-3/2. Note we have |a;(a)| < 2\x(t)\e-hon4(t-^ 
fort2<s<t<t3 by (3.24). 
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We now estimate £(£). For t G [£2, £3] we have 

£(*) = e-^-t2)ff°£(i2) + J(t),        J(t) = [ e-*(*-*)tfo pffo Q-^a) ds. 

The estimate for c-^*-*2)^0^(fe) is by (3.18) of Proposition 3.2. Hence it 
suffices to estimate the integral. By the above estimate of G^ we have, using 
(2.42), 

< C f* \t - 5|-
3/4 (n2\x(t)\e-^on4{t-s) + ah'VA ds 

< Cn^^Kn-4)1/4 + Ca3^1/2t-3/4 < Cn|a:(t)| + o(l) a£-3/4. 

For the Lfoc norm, since f = ^2) + ^(3) and ||^(2)(*)||L2   < Cn2\x(t)\ by its 
loc 

explicit form, it suffices to estimate £(3) = £1 + £2 + ^3-5- ^^ ^e above 
estimate of 5^3-5 and (2.25), 

ti%(t)  T2   < f'minUt-sr^Mt-sl-^lg^^ds 
Lloo Jt2 L J 

< C f min {|t - s|-3/2,|£ - s|-3/4} 

• {an3\X{t)\e-^onA{t~s) +^s-3l2\ ds 

<Canz\x{t)\ + Cah-zl2. 

The estimate of ^ '(t) is given in (3.18). We also have 

^{t) < Cn2\x(t2)\ (t - t2)-Zl2 < Cn2|;c(t2)| ti 
L\oc *1 + t - *2 

-inS-Va (t-t2) 

by its explicit form and Lemma 2.2. Hence the jL2
oc-bounds of £ and £(3) are 

proved. 

We next estimate gu and gv.    By (2.36) of Lemma 2.4,  (3.24), and 
ar3/2 < n2+<5, 

buMflvl <an5|a;|+n2 r(3) +n\milc + m\\Lic+ccn2)mii 
loc 

< an5|rc(t)| + an2*"3/2 + n4|a;(t2)| h + t-h 
{t-t2) -1/2 
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We now estimate x(t) and y(t) using the normal form (2.33) in Lemma 
2.4 for the perturbation'/i(t) of u(t) = eieotx{t) and u{t) o£v(t) = eieity{t). 
Recall that the initial time for normal form and the decomposition of £ is 
reset at t = t2- We first consider t € fc) fa + n-1]. Using the estimate of gu 

und cd^2 = n2+i\x{h)\, 

-IH < nA\x\ + \gu\ < n4\x\ + anV3/2 < n4^^)). 

Therefore ||/i(t)| - |/i(t2)|| < Cn4|a;(t2)|(t-t2) < |a;(<2)|, and hence |a;(t)| ~ 
\x{t2)\. Similarly |y(t)| ~ |y(i2)|. 

We next consider t G fo + n-1,^]. The previous estimate of gu and gv 

becomes 

\9ul \9v\ < an5\x(t)\ + an2r^2 + n^ll2\x{t2)\ < Cn4^|a;(t)|.       (3.25) 

Here we have used at"3/2 < n2+t|a;(t2)| and \x(t2)\ < \x(t)\. 

By the estimate of gu and (2.37), we have 

M'^H e [f7on4, |7on4]. 

Hence, for all 5, t with t2 < s <t <t^^ 

Ht)/lM{3)\ e [ebo^-8), eb^-8)]. 

Since \\x\ — |^|| < Cn2\x\, we have proven (3.23)2 for \x(t)/x(s)\.   Since 
\x(t)\ < O.OOln for all t < £3, we must have £3 < 00. Moreover, 

(^-''-i^^'-^^nV^IM. (3.26) 

We now estimate \y{t)/y(s)\. By the estimate of gv and (2.38), we have 

jt\u\  = |-27oH2M3 H-Re^P/Hl < 37on4|x(S)|. (3.27) 

By (3.24) 

|K*)|-K*2)||< / Zjon^x^ldsK [ S-yon^lxWle-b^-*) ds 
Jti Jt2 

< 12\x(t)\ < 0.012n. 

Since ||y| - \u\\ < Cn2\x\, we have proven (3.23)i for \y(t)/y(s)\.     Q.E.D. 
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Proposition 3.4. Assume the same assumptions of Proposition 3.2. Let 

U = sup{t > t3 :  \y{s)\ > en,    Vs € [h, t)} , (3.28) 

where e = eo/4 and £Q > 0 is the small constant in Theorem 2.5.  We have 

We also have the following estimates for £3 < t < £4: 

IMjn < \x(t)\ < 2n, |y(t)|<2n, 

\x(U)\ > ^n,        |y(i4)| = en. 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

limh* < C4n\x(t)\ + (1 + 4i)at-3/4, 
||«i)|U   <C4n

2\x(t)\ + (l + 4,)at-V\ 
loc 

^(t) T2   <CAn*»\x(t)\, 
L\oc 

for some explicit constant C4 > 0. Moreover, for t > t^ and At = e~2n~4
; 

we have the following outgoing estimates on the dispersive wave £: 

e-i(t-u)Ho^Q    ^ < Cn3At(At + t - *4)~~3/4, 

<Cn3,.  At    ,    (l + t-U)-1'2. 0-i{t-U)Ho m) 
(3.32) 

Ll2oc At +1 - £4 

Hence the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied at t — £4 and £/ie solution 
^(t) converges locally to a nonlinear ground state. 

PROOF: By a continuity argument and (3.3), we may assume 

T^n<\x(t)\<2n,        |y(*)|<2n, 

\\m\\^<^An\x(t)\+2ar3/\ 
\m\\i*   <2CAn

2\x(t)\+2at-*/2
1 loc 

^(t)    ■    <2C4n
2+L\x(t)\. 

Lloc 

(3.33) 

The estimates for G^ ^, ^,3-5, ^3\ Qu and Qv can be proved in the same 
way as those in Proposition 3.3. The only difference is on the estimates of 
the bound states x and y, which we now focus on. 

For any t < U, we have |y(t)| > en. By (2.37), (3.25) and (3.33), we 
have 

^N = 7oM4N + Re^/2/|H > 7oe4n4M - Cn4+V| > |7oe4n4|^|. 
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Hence |ar(t)|,|/i(t)| > \x(t3)\(l-Cn2) > ^n. By (2.38), (3.25), (3.33), and 
v = v + 0(n2x), 

-M =-27o|/i|2M3+Re&P/M 

< -27o(Tino)2|^|3 + C«5+t < -lO-VM3. 

Let p{t) = {|Z/(t3)|-2+2(10-6)7on2(t-t3)}  1/2.  We have p{h) = \u{t3)\ 
and 4p = -10-67on2p3. By comparison principle, 

W(t)\ < p(t) = {W(h)\-2 + 2(10-6)7on2(t - h)}  1/2 . 

Since |i/(t)| > en/2 for t G [<3,t4], we have £4 < 00 and £4-£3 < C7^1e_2n~4. 
Similarly, 

|H > -37on2M3. 

We can compare it with p_(t) = (l^fe)!"2 + 67on2(t - ts)}'1'2 and obtain 
u(t) > p-(t) by comparison principle. This gives a lower bound £4—£3 > CAt 

if Kfejl >2£n. 

We finally prove the outgoing estimates (3.32) for £(£4). For £ > £4, 

where J4(£) denotes the integral 

J4(t) =  /*4 e"^*"5)^ Pc
Fo G?{(s) ds. 

The estimate of e"^-*2^0^) is by (3.18) of Proposition 3.2. Hence we 
only need to estimate J^t). We have shown in the proof of Proposition 3.3 
that, for 5 G [fej^s]* 

ll^(5)||LlnL4/3 < n2\x(t3)\e-bo^(t3-s) + a3s-3/2)        (t2 < s < h). 

For s G [£3, £4], using £3 > n-4, 

IIGeWlliin^/s^Cn3,        (t3<a<*4). 
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By the exponential decay, (2.43), (2.42) and £4 - £3 < CAt, At = e~2n~4, 

\\Mm^<C [t4\t-s\-^\\G^s)\\L4/3ds 
Jt2 

< f'3 \t - s\-3^ (n2\x(t3)\e-h^(^) + «35-3/2A ds 

+ f 4 \t - s\-3/4Cn3ds 

< C t      \t - S|-
3/4n3 ds + CaH;1/2t-3/4 + C /** |i - S|-

3/4n3 ds 

< Cn3At(At +1 - i4)-3/4 + Ca3t-1/2t-3/4. 

Since at-3/4 < CnzAt(At +1 - i4)~3/4 for t > U, we have the LA estimate 
in (3.32). For Lfoc-norm, we have 

W*)||L2oc <C [4rmn{\t-s\-3/\ \t - S|-3/4} \\G^s)\\LlnL4/3 ds 

<  F \t - s\-3l2 {n2\x{h)\e-^ni^-^ + a3
S-

3/2] ds 

+ j 4 min[|< - s\-3l2, \t - si"374} Cn3ds 

<C T3       \t-s\-y2n*ds + Cc?r*l2 

Jtz-n-A 

Here we have used the exponential decay, (2.41), (2.40), and that ofit 3/2 is 
less than the last quantity for t > £4 > n~4. The proof is complete.   Q.E.D. 

We now come back to case IIa where t = ti and we have \x(ti)\ > 
|2/(ii)|2+(J. We further divide it to three subcases: 

1. 1^(^)1 = n, n2+s < \x(ti)\ < O.OOln. 

2. max(|n;(ti)|, \y{ti)\) = n, O.OOln < |rz;(^i)| < n, eon < \y(ti)\ < n. 

3. \x{ti)\ =n, |y(ii)| < SQU. 

In case 1, we can set £2 = ^1 and our analysis in Propositions 3.3-3.4 and 
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Theorem 2.5 for t G [t2j oo) goes through. In case 2, we set £3 = £2 = *i and 
apply Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 2.5. In case 3, we can set £4 = ti and 
apply Theorem 2.5 directly. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 
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